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autoSONICautoSONIC-E                    extruded product portioning

The autoSONIC-E is based on the auto range of machines. It 
is primarily intended for extruded products that need to be 
sliced and separated, and require fixed positioning through the 
cutting process - important to ensure accurate portion sizes. 
This is essential when cutting products to fixed weight, where 
the principle of minimum portion giveaway and maximum yield 
is paramount. The machine provides the benefit of high quality 
ultrasonic cutting combined with precision automation - giving 
the customer a fast, accurate and cost effective automation 
solution. 

The machine is based around a stainless steel frame and food 
grade materials are used throughout. The design is strongly 
focused on ease of use, cleanability and ease of maintenance, 
with simple and effective operator interfaces.

Fundamental to this machine is the ability to cut extruded 
product continuously, without stopping and restarting the 
extrusion pumping process. This is achieved by mounting the 
cutting head on an additional axis which allows cutting ‘on the 
fly’ by perfectly synchronising the head movement with the 
product in-feed conveyor. Accuracy may be further enhanced 
by an encoder which physically monitors extruded product to 
communicate any speed variations with no lag to the cutting 
controller. An outfeed conveyors ensures cut products are 
effectively separated and conveyed away for packing ; waste 
trim from the front and end of blocks can be automatically 
rejected. 

overview

application

key features

• Superior cut quality using ultrasonic technology 
• Accurate portion control with minimum giveaway and 

maximum yield
• Hygienic, low maintenance and easy to clean 
• Integrates into existing in-line process 
• Enhanced performance option with post-cut checkweigher 

feedback

The autoSONIC-E is very well suited for fixed weight cutting of 
extruded cheese, particularly blended varieties ; blocks, wedges, 
truckles and half-moons can be portioned very effectively, and 
portion giveaway can be further improved by incorporating 
check weighed feedback data. As well as cheese, the machine is 
very effective for extruded bakery and confectionery products, 
where multiple cutting heads may be mounted in parallel to 
handle multi-lane extrusion.
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dimensions h x w x d 1920 x 1568 x 1260

weight 300kg approx

electrical connection 16A 230V AC

air connection 80 psi 6 bar compressed air

cuts per minute up to 80 cuts per minute dependent on product

maximum product width 300mm diameter

maximum product depth 150mm

construction stainless steel frame and chassis with polycarbonate guard   

cabinet electrical/electronic components housed within the lower stainless steel panels - IP65 
rated

control system PLC and user friendly monochrome touch screen

cutting head 20kHz ultrasonic sonotrode

product drive servo driven product drive

cutting head control servo operated

operator interface engineer functions include diagnostics, manual mode, password protection and system 
settings

product loading through extruder

portion configuration variable angular rotation (for number of portions) controllable via touch screen

machine mobility levelling feet or castors

cutting height and speed pre-configured

slice yes          

stack no

rotary portion yes

shingle yes

product centraliser no

pre-weigh no

orbital radius cut no

top drive gripper no

suitable for cheese and bakery
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